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Disrupting beliefs:
A new approach to
business-model innovation
Marc de Jong and Menno van Dijk

In a disruptive age, established business
models are under attack. Here’s how
incumbent companies can reframe them.

Let’s face it: business models are less durable than they used to be.
The basic rules of the game for creating and capturing economic

• Bitcoin bypasses traditional banks and clearinghouses with
blockchain technology.

massive open online courses (MOOCs).1
• Tencent outcompetes in Internet services through microtransactions.

in cities around the world.

is how
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process

struggle merely to recognize the possibilities. Others shrink from

approach would allow incumbents to overturn the conventions of their

can disrupt
traditional ways of doing business by reframing the constraining
beliefs that underlie the prevailing modes of value creation. This
article shows how.

Reframing beliefs

then articulating the notions that support this belief. By turning one
Reframing:
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A NEW APPROACH TO BUSINESS-MODEL INNOVATION
5 steps to turn your beliefs upside down
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OUTLINE THE DOMINANT
BUSINESS MODEL IN YOUR
INDUSTRY

DISSECT THE MOST IMPORTANT
LONG-HELD BELIEF INTO ITS
SUPPORTING NOTIONS

TURN AN UNDERLYING BELIEF
ON ITS HEAD
What if?

What are the long-held core beliefs
in your industry about how to
create value?

What underpins the most important
core belief—eg, notions about
customer interactions, technology
performance, or ways of operating?

This means formulating a radical new
hypothesis, one that no one wants to
believe—at least no one currently in
your industry.
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SANITY-TEST YOUR REFRAME

TRANSLATE THE REFRAMED BELIEF INTO YOUR
INDUSTRY’S NEW BUSINESS MODEL

Many reframed beliefs will not make sense. Applying a
proven reframe from another industry may succeed. Unlike
product and service innovations, business-model
innovations travel well from industry to industry.

Once you arrive at the reframe, the new mechanism for
creating value pretty much suggests itself—just take the
reframed belief to its logical implications.

The fuller process and the questions to ask along the way look
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1. Outline the dominant business model in your industry.

2. Dissect the most important long-held belief into its supporting
notions.

the appropriate level of risk management is possible only beyond
a certain size of business.
3. Turn an underlying belief on its head. Formulate a radical new

•

Target:

•

Apple:

•

Palantir:

•

Philips Lighting:

•

Amazon Web Services:

•

TSMC:

•

Amazon Mechanical Turk, TaskRabbit, and Wikipedia:

4. Sanity-test your reframe.
industry greatly enhances your prospects of hitting on something

across industries.
5. Translate the reframed belief into your industry’s new business
model.

and that often requires considerable nerve and sophisticated timing.3

Four places to reframe

Innovating in customer relationships: From loyalty to
empowerment
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keeping the competition at bay. Loyal customers provide repeat
problems and opportunities. No wonder companies in so many
industries emphasize locking in customers by winning their loyalty.
But the pursuit of loyalty has become more complicated in the digital

and votes of its online community guide the products it designs

what they want.
Established companies can also make the switch from loyalty to

ings. These enable customers to invest a percentage of their funds
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Innovating in activities: From efficient to intelligent

prerequisite for a healthy bottom line.

embedded intelligence directly into the production process to help

and smarter.

feedback cycles to reframe the focus of its business model from

a reliable web interface for customers. The company reframed this
dominant belief by asking if customers booking a hotel room might
reframe through a series of iterations to its website. Even minor

engagement and increase revenue. It may well be on its way to
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Innovating in resources: From ownership to access
One widespread premise in business is that companies compete
by owning the assets that matter most to their strategy. Competitive

allows neighbors to share tools and other household items that would

programs apply the same thinking to underused real estate. In

repurpose what they previously considered waste.4 Instead of buying

instead it provides access to them through monthly subscriptions.

The move from ownership to access mirrors a more broadly evolving
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manufacture of clean vehicles.
These possibilities penetrate deeply into traditional industries.

to storage tanks. The underlying assumption was that shipping
companies wanted the ability to deliver their bulk loads anytime and
therefore required entry to their tanks at close range.

belief by asking if customers cared more about access on demand

tanks by shifting the business model so that shipping companies

Innovating in costs: From low cost to no cost

produce more of it. The underlying notion was that a single unit of a
given product or service could be used only by one customer at a

scale could never get the average cost down to zero.

Digitization is reframing this ancient belief in powerfully disruptive

belief has been that value is best captured through economies of

minute. One telecommunications company is upending this belief

voice plans by focusing its economic model on making money from
data usage and from its investments in a huge data network and storage

be free.

Big companies have traditionally struggled to innovate in their
model innovation to the forefront of the corporate agenda. Yet
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